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ABSTRACT 
It is difficult to predict or measure the breakdown strength of SF6 gas in the high 
pressure range. Therefore, it is hard to find reference data of the high pressure SF6 gas 
breakdown strength. This paper attempts to provide empirically a novel criterion for 
the estimation of SF6 gas breakdown strength in a spark gap switch. For this purpose, 
J.C. Martin’s breakdown field strength of non–uniform gap in air and Kuffel et al’s 
breakdown field strength by exploiting streamer criterion of uniform field in SF6 gas 
are adopted. The research is made for the empirical method of predicting the high 
pressure SF6 breakdown strength and compared results have been ascertained with 
several experimental data from different investigators in a wide range of pd (pressure 
times distance) and field enhancement factor (FEF). For further confirmation of the 
empirical approach, we have designed and developed a high pressure spark gap switch 
to be closely coupled to a high voltage PFN-Marx system. The designed spark gap 
switch operates above 1 MV. Our tests have verified the prediction of the breakdown 
strength of the SF6 filled spark gap switch in a pd range of 0.27-1.62 MPa . cm (2.7 to 
16.2 bar.cm). 

   Index Terms — Spark gap switch, breakdown strength, field enhancement, high 
pressure, SF6 gas. 

 
1   INTRODUCTION 

 HIGH voltage technology has been greatly advanced 
by the use of SF6 gas as an insulating medium like in circuit 
breakers, gas-insulated substations and in laboratory work 
namely in Marx generators, pulse forming networks, and 
other high energy pulsed power systems for applications 
requiring very high voltages and extremely high currents. 
Therefore, the understanding of physal properties of 
compressed SF6 gas in non–uniform field has a great 
importance. The basic concepts can be applicable to formulate 
the design criteria in practical insulation systems. For the 
design of such equipment, breakdown voltages need to be 
estimated.  

The phenomenon of particular importance with impulse 
voltage in non–uniform field gap is unavoidable. As the 
discharge phenomenon in compressed SF6 is not fully 
understood, there is yet no general model which can be used 
successfully to determine the breakdown electric field 
strength in a spark gap design. This drawback could be 
overcome if quantitative breakdown criteria for SF6 are 
available for the design work. The purpose of the present 

study is to investigate the establishment of such criteria. The 
study is a modification of the work by J.C. Martin and E. 
Kuffel et al from which breakdown voltages in non–
uniform field can be determined [1-2]. Our interest concerns 
the empirical prediction of the breakdown field strength in 
non-uniform field as well as in compressed SF6 gas 
exceeding 3 bar-cm with particular attention to accuracy 
with experimental results. This empirical approach will be 
the basis for the design of the spark gap switch to function 
as intended in our laboratory use. 

Many theoretical and experimental investigations are 
reported in the literature under direct, alternating and impulse 
voltages [1-3]. The computed result of our approach in 
predicting the high pressure SF6 breakdown strength, with 
primary emphasis on the understanding of the physical process 
leading to discharge initiation, has been compared with the 
data of several authors [2, 4-6]. Many theories are derived to 
fit authors own experimental data. Most of the theories are 
based on the physics of gas discharge, such as Paschen and 
streamer criteria, which are useful tool for the application of 
non–thermal plasma industry [1-3]. These theories are very 
often used for the application of pulsed power in addition to 
few empirical formulas. Historically, the power handling 
capabilities of gas insulated systems (GIS) have continued to Manuscript received on 30 September 2008, in final form 13 January 2009. 
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increase to keep pace with the growth of the electric power 
systems. Dielectrics with high withstanding capability and 
reliability are factors of utmost importance for the 
development of modern GIS such as circuit breakers. These 
employ the basic concept of gas discharge phenomena in the 
design and application of complex geometries such as sphere 
to sphere, sphere to plane, rod to plane, edge to plane, edge to 
edge etc. [2-3, 6-7].  

 
2  BASIC CONSIDERATION 

Early work in the field of gas discharge was carried out 
by Townsend and later extensively studied by Paschen [8].  
Paschen established the fact that the breakdown voltage bV  
of the uniform field gap is a unique function of the product 
of pressure and electrode separation ( pd ) for a given gas  

 )/(ln CpdBpdVb +=             (1) 
where the constants B  and C  for SF6 are 1480.68 kV/(bar . 
cm) and 17.62, respectively [9]. A succession of electron 
avalanches, initiated at the cathode, is essential for the buildup of 
the breakdown in gas. An avalanche is a process of electron 
multiplication in a series of impact ionization in the gas. The 
secondary process at high pressures, particularly the ejection of 
new electrons on the cathode surface due to photons from the 
discharge via photoelectric effect is the important feedback 
mechanism. The upper limit of pd  values up to which 
experimental results agrees well varies for different investigators. 
For instances, in [8] the maximum value of pd is 0.26 bar.cm up 
to which experimental results agreed quite well whereas in [2] 
the upper limit is approximated to be in the range of 1–2 bar.cm.  
At relatively high pd values, the short time lags and filamentary 
character of breakdown are due to a new mechanism called 
streamer. According to this mechanism, at a certain stage in the 
development of a single avalanche, photo-ionization of the gas in 
the inter-electrode space is the most important phenomenon in 
determining the breakdown. A streamer is developed when [2-3] 

∫ =
cX

Kdx
0
α             (2) 

where ηαα −= is the effective ionization and cX   denotes 
the critical avalanche length i.e., the length of initial 
electron avalanche at the time of streamer formation. 
Hereα is Townsend’s first ionization coefficient and η is 
the coefficient of electron attachment. K  is the constant and 
widely varies for different investigators [2, 10-11].  
Using 18=K , Kuffel et al have shown the breakdown 
voltage for SF6 in uniform field to be [2] 

)(5.8865.0 dpVb +=  [kV]            (3) 

in a range of cmbardp −≤≤× − 3104 2 . The equation is 
also referred as the breakdown voltage criterion by applying 
the streamer theory. Equation (3) is nearly same as that of 
the streamer breakdown voltage of SF6 in uniform field by 
Boyd et al and further by Pederson et al [10, 10-11] 

)(6.8838.0 dpVb +=  [kV]      (4) 

in a range of cmbardp −≤≤× − 1107 2 . At higher 
values of )3( cmbardp −≥ , the breakdown voltage 
follows closely the empirical relationship [2] 

)(6840 dpVb +=  [kV]           (5) 
Oliver et al have provided an empirical equation of the 

breakdown voltage in uniform field gaps for designing 
circuit breakers [6-7] 

τδ γκ ××= dVb [kV]      (6) 
where δ  is the gas density in mole/liter, d is the gap length 
in mm, and the coefficients κ , γ , τ  are 0.995, 1.01, 214, 
respectively, for SF6. Oliver et al criterion is claimed to be 
applicable in a wide range of pd values from 2106 −×  to 

cmbar−18 . 
The electrical breakdown strength of uniform–field gaps in 
Air according to J.C. Martin is expressed as  

dppE /7.66.24 += [kV/cm]    (7) 

in a range of cmbardp −≤≤− 5010 3 . His modified 
equation for non–uniform field, considering a Townsend 
avalanche creates sufficient space charge to modify the field 
imposed by the electrodes due to field enhancement, is 

effdppE /7.66.24 β+= [kV/cm]  (8) 

The correction factor β  is a function of d/r, where r is the 
radii of electrodes [1, 12]. The equation takes account of the 
geometrical field enhancement. It suggests that the field does 
not fall below 80% of the field on the electrode surface within 
the twentieth electron generation distance of the avalanche. 
This distance is the function of geometry and is given by 

rdeff 0.115= for spheres and rdeff 23.0= for cylinders.  

J.C. Martin’s modified formula is for Air and thus can not 
be applicable to compressed SF6 gas. Therefore, we 
modified equations (3) and (5) respectively for non-uniform 
gap as follows. 
At low pressure where cmbardp −≤ 3 , 

effdpE /65.05.88 β+=  [kV/cm]   (9) 

At high pressure where cmbardp −≥ 3 , 

effdpE /4068 β+= [kV/cm]               (10) 

β  as mentioned above is the correction curve obtained 
from [1, 12] in the range of 0.115 and 2.5 that includes the 
field enhancement of the electrodes and has been 
generalized as shown in Figure 1. The equation for β is 
obtained from the fitting curve plot of Giddings model 
available in Origin lab program. 

)/)(exp(
)/2()/()/( 10

wxx
wxxIxxwAy

c

cc

+−

××××+=β
     (11) 

where the values of 0y , cx , w  and A are 0.9875, 0.5820, 0.1101 
and -0.1987 respectively. 1I  is the modified Bessel function of 

the first kind, αI , of order 1 ( 1=α ) and x = rd / [13-14].  
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In general, the FEF is the ratio of the maximum field on 
the electrodes to the mean field. The FEF of sphere 
electrodes is given by [12] 

)2/(/9.0 drrFEF +×=       (12) 
 This factor is applied to calculate the breakdown strength 
of SF6 in non-uniform case from uniform field equations (1) 
to (6) in following sections. 

 
Figure 1. β correction curve as a function of rd / . 

3  COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA  
We have found that despite widespread performance data 

of SF6, not much information is available for comparison of 
our computed result. The data from the available sources are 
not sufficient to predict the performance of the switch design 
with great precision. To achieve our goal, data from three 
available sources with widely varying breakdown 
characteristics as a function of FEF and pd  are compared 
with the computed result. Figure 2 shows very good 
agreement between the computed and measured breakdown 
field strength in the range of high dp values from 14.2 to 
35.5 bar.cm. The measured values are reported by Capua et al 
[4]. They used the gap distance of 3.55 cm and radii of 3.86 
cm in their geometry with the FEF of approximately 1.31. It 
is obvious here to use equation (10) for the computation in the 
given range of dp . In parallel, calculated results from 
equations (1), (3) and (6) corresponding to Paschen, Kuffel et 
al and Oliver et al criteria, respectively, are also compared [6-
7, 9-11, 13]. The electric field for these criteria is obtained for 
the reduced gap distance d/FEF.  

The data of Goerz et al have been obtained for the gap 
distance of 0.25 cm and radii of 0.64 cm with the FEF of 
1.075 as shown in Figure 3 [5]. Their data are also in good 
agreement with our computed result in the range of 0.5 to 
1.75 bar–cm of dp  value. It is to be noted here that 
equation (9) has been used for the computed result 
corresponding to the low dp  range )3( cmbar −≤ . 

The computed result shown in Figure 4 has illustrated the 
approximation of the measured data obtained by Oliver et al 
themselves to a very high accuracy, which indeed are the 
data to fit their own empirical calculation. In their data, the 

gap distance and the radii of electrodes are 1.0 cm and 
3.125 cm, respectively, with the FEF of 1.044 in the 
geometry. Here, equation (9) has been used to extend the 

dp range of 1 to 6 bar–cm. 

 
Figure 2. Computed and measured electric field (by Capua et al in [3]) vs. 
pressure in SF6. 

 
Figure 3. Computed and measured electric field (by Goerz et al in [4]) vs. 
pressure in SF6. 

 Our computed results have represented the electrical 
breakdown strength of SF6 gas in a wider range of FEF with 
a very high approximation and are apparent from Figures 2, 
3 and 4. The low value of the FEF (1.044) in Figure 4 
indeed establishes quasi–uniform or uniform field 
geometry. In case of Figure 2, the geometry with the FEF of 
1.31 is highly non–uniform. Oliver et al have mentioned an 
important point in [6] which deserves a special attention 
that there is a minimum limit of the FEF for given 
electrodes radii in order to satisfy non–uniform field 
criteria. For example, in the case of Figure 4, where the 
electrodes radii are 3.125 cm, the FEF must exceed the 
value of 1.275 to have non–uniform geometry. The 
minimum FEF value satisfying non–uniform field criteria 
increases with decreased electrode radii. The purpose of 
mentioning above three cases is to highlight the fact that our 
computed results are applicable not only for extended range 
of dp  but also for different geometries in a wide range of 
the FEF. Therefore, it seemed most adequate to predict the 
breakdown strength of SF6 with our criterion which 
accurately represents the physical switching mechanism. 
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Figure 4. Computed and measured electric field (by Oliver et al in [5]) vs. 
pressure in SF6. 

4  EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND TEST 
RESULT 

A spark gap switch is constructed at Pohang Accelerator 
Laboratory (PAL) to further verify our empirical approach of 
determining the electrical breakdown strength in high pressure 
SF6 gas.  The spark gap has two semi-spherical metal electrodes, 
which are mounted inside and at each end of a cylindrical 
insulator (monocast nylon). The closest distance, d, between 
electrodes is 1.8 cm while along the insulator the distance 
increased to 11.8 cm. The inner and outer radii of the insulator 
are 6 cm and 11.0 cm, respectively. The other important 
parameters of the spark gap design structure such as r  and β  
are 4 cm and 0.794 respectively. As a high voltage source, a 33–
stage 150 Ω PFN-Marx generator is designed and fabricated at 
PAL with several tens of nanosecond rise time. The detail 
construction of the PFN Marx generator is described in [15]. The 
high pressure SF6 filled spark gap switch is coupled to generate 
fast rise time high voltage impulses at the load. 

Extremely high standard is applied to the calibration of 
measurement techniques. A highly sensitive capacitive voltage 
probe is calibrated with a dummy water load voltage probe as 
shown in Figure 5. A commercially available high voltage probe 
(TEK: P6015A, 75 MHz) is used for further calibration of the 
water load voltage measurement. The dummy water load has 
150 Ω resistance to match the impedance of the PFN–Marx 
system. The matched load impedance is checked by two means. 
First the maximum power delivered to the load was observed at 
150 Ω from a range of 50 to 200 Ω. Second, the output pulse 
waveform was observed for varying load impedances [16]. A 
typical pulse waveform for a matching case is shown in Figure 5.      

The intension of using the matched load is to determine the 
self–breakdown electric field strength across the spark gap. From 
the single transmission line theory, it is known fact that the 
voltage across the output load is a half of the applied voltage 
across the switch when the load impedance is matched with the 
source impedance [16-17]. Measurement data are noted for 
different SF6 pressures of the spark gap in steps of 1 bar and 
plotted in Figure 6. 

It should be carefully noted that electric field measurement 
data shown in Figure 6 are obtained for fast rise time impulses 
rather than ac or direct voltage. Figure 6 is plotted as a function 

of the absolute pressure of SF6. The pd value has a range of 2.7 
to 16.2 bar–cm. The circle markers represent self–breakdown 
field strength measurements of the spark gap switch. The 
computed breakdown field strength from equation (10), which is 
indicated with a solid line, is in good agreement with the 
experimental data. The spark gap operates very well up to 9 bars 
of SF6 which correspond to about 1.2 MV of self–breakdown 
voltage. Further experiment above 9 bars is limited due to the 
maximum voltage generated by the PFN-Marx system. 

 
Figure 5.  Dashed line represents the calibrated voltage measurement by a 
capacitive voltage probe. 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of experimental data and predicted electrical 
breakdown field strength of the high pressure SF6 filled spark gap switch. 
Circles are the measurement data.  

5  CONCLUSION 
   The understanding of the breakdown phenomenon in high 
pressure SF6 gas is essential for the design criteria of the spark 
gap switch. It helps to generate most reliable and reproducible 
impulse voltages for a variety of applications requiring high 
power source.  

We have demonstrated a novel method for predicting the 
electrical breakdown strength of SF6 gas in a uniform as well as 
a non–uniform field with a great precision. A SF6 filled spark 
gap switch that could operate above 1 MV has been designed 
and constructed at PAL to verify our theory. It has been possible 
to assess the influence of electrode geometry, gap spacing and 
gas pressure of SF6 on the electrical breakdown behavior. Initial 
comparison of the breakdown field strength in SF6 gas between 
experimental data published elsewhere and our empirical 
calculation has been encouraging. Further in-house experimental 
data have quantified the accuracy of our novel method and 
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demonstrated that a spark gap can be designed efficiently in the 
extended pd range and FEF.  
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